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Kinh 

   

'ot46-6N t-Ut -- 
11;11  

- Vi Phap luat quOc te; 
- Vi Phap lua.st hinh sir - hanh chinh, 
- Vin Khoa hgc phap VT; 

- Tnreng Di h9c Luat Ha Ni. 

Dugc sir dong cüa Lanh dao BO, Vii TO ch*c can bO thOng bac, khOa h9c 

V

v , ve nhan quyen 	Trung tam quOc te phat trien nhan quyen (CIPDH) - mOt 
trong cac Trung tarn dugc UNESCO cOng nhan t chdc tai Buenos Aires, 

1-Uk7 	Argentina, c11 the nhu sau: 

ttkat^ 

aria, 

1. Ni dung khoa hoc: Nhan quyen &rod g6c dO mOt 1)'7 Prong ph O quat: 
Kh6 khan va thach th*c toan cu (Human rights as a Universal Ideal: Global 
Threats and Challenges). 

2. Thai gian: T* ngdy 23/10/2017 den ngdy 27/10/2017. 

3. Neon 	kh6a hoc: Ting Tay Ban Nha/Tieng Anh. 

4. DOi tuvng: Cong ch*c cap cao cüa Chinh ph* va cac t c,hirc qu'Oc 
cac nha nghien cdu, h9c gia va nhang nguoi dang cong tac tai cac to chdc xã hi 
dan sir lien quan den toi nhan quyen. 

5. Kinh phi: Hi dOng tuyen ch9n se trao h9c bOng (h9c phi va chi phi an, 
cho mOt sO d'Oi tugng dap dng cac tieu chi do CIPDH quy dinh; cac chi phi 

khac do irrig vi'en tu chi tra. 

6. 114n dang kg'T dkr tuyen: 'Er ngay 15/6/2017 den ngay 15/8/2017. 

Can cir dieu kin, tieu chuan neu ten, nu dcm vi c6 nhu cu c* cong chirc, 
vien chdc tham di.r kh6a hgc, d nghi 	Cong van giâi thieu 01 nguoi/dan vi 

V.1 TO chic can 13,0 tru*c ngay 07/8/2017 (Thu Hai) de Vi tOng hgp trinh 
Lanh do BO xem xet, quyet dinh (Thong tin khoa hoc xin gi kern theo). 

nhjn: 
- Nhu tr6n; 
- Vi truang (de bao cao); 
- Luu: VT, DTBD. 

KT. VIT TRVONG 
PHO VJ TROfING 

v  

Nguyen DO Kien 
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"2017-Atio de las Enerzias Renovables." 

L-A.17 
Embajada de la Repablica Argentina 

ante 
la RepCiblica Socialista de Vietnam 

1.-0' 

Vic gr- 
a- 	The Embassy of the Argentine Republic in Vietnam presents its compliments to the 

Depannent of International Cooperation under the Ministry of Justice of the Socialist Republic 

of Vietnam and has the honor to refer to the following: 

The International Center for the Promotion of Human Rights, UNESCO Category II, 

CIPDH, presents the first edition of its International Course on Human Rights: "Human Rights 

as a Universal Ideal: Global Threats and Challenges". It will take place from Monday 23 

October to Friday 27 October 2017 at the historic UNESCO Observatory Villa Ocampo in 

I C' 

C 

L'k,C  

NOTA EVIET/OROF V Nro. 5-  /17 

/ Buenos Aires, Argentina. 

())1Acrik
, kl) Global Threats and Challenges" is conceived as a space to reflect, study and debate on the • 

current global issues. 

0(4  Xtrr 	I 	To implement this international course, the CIPDH has invited a group of world- 

A' renown 4entinean experts and teachers in the field of human rights, to share their knowledge 

The international course on human rights 2017 "Human Rights as a Universal Ideal: 

/01 experiences with participants on this current and particularly challenging topic. 

The course is aimed at high-ranking officials from national governments and 

international institutions, researchers, academics and the staff of civil society organizations 

dedicated to human right issues. 

The Selection Committee will award the fellowships based on the priorities 

established by the organization respecting criteria of adequate interdisciplinary representation, 

gender, geographical areas and institutional membership. 

// 

To: 	Department of International Cooperation 

Ministry of Justice 

HANOI  



"2017-Mo de las Energias Renovables." 

Embajada de la Repablica Argentina 
ante 

la Repablica Socialista de Vietnam 

// 

Should you wish to apply please complete the online application foun 

under www.cipdh.gov.ar/cursointernacional 	and 	send 	an 	e-mail 

to curs o internac i onal@c ip dh. gov.ar. 

The selection process will be open between June 15 and August 15, 2017. Please find 

attached further information. 

The Embassy of the Argentine Republic in Vietnam avails itself of this opportunity 

to renew to the Deparment of International Cooperation under the Ministry of Justice of the 

Socialist Republic of Vietnam the assurances of its highest consideration. 

Hanoi, July 04, 2017 
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INTERNATIONAL COURSE ON HUMAN RIGHTS 2017 
"Human Rights as a Universal Ideal: Global Threats and Challenges" 

INTERNATIONAL CENTER FOR THE PROMOTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS, UNESCO 
CENTER CATEGORY II 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 

The International Center for the Promotion of Human Rights, UNESCO Category II, CIPDH, 

presents the first edition of its International Course on Human Rights: "Human Rights as a 

Universal Ideal: Global Threats and Challenges". It will take place from Monday 23 October 

to Friday 27 October 2017 at the historic UNESCO Observatory Villa Ocampo. The course is 

designed to run annually with a specific theme for each edition. 

COURSE CONTENT 

The international course on human rights 2017 "Human Rights as a Universal Ideal: Global 

Threats and Challenges" is conceived as a space to reflect, study and debate on the current 

global issues. 

The universal ideal of human rights with its global protection mechanisms, emerges strongly 

after World War II with the primary idea of bolstering international peace and prevent the 

recurrence of such tragic events. Yet, despite the efforts made to this end, the international 

community was unable to avoid disasters such as genocides in Rwanda and the former 

Yugoslavia, or the serious, massive and systematic human rights violations that took place and 

continue to happen since the second half of the 20th century in Latin America, Africa or Asia. 

Nevertheless, and without questioning the universal ideal of human rights, these failures have 

powerfully demonstrated a surge in demand for the respect of human rights, together with the 

need of establishing strong mechanisms to enforce their promotion and protection. Remarkable 

progress was made that materialized in Truth Commissions, the development of criminal trials 

and civilians led by national courts, the creation of ad hoc international tribunals, and finally the 

signing of the Treaty of Rome and the creation of the International Criminal Court, among the 

most important achievements. 

Furthermore, since the second half of the twentieth century, the awareness of a new human 

rights agenda has increased and has demanded solutions at both the local and international 

level, on issues such as: environmental rights, the rights of refugees and migrants, structural 

discrimination against women, the rights of LGETI persons, among other rights. To promote and 



respect all these rights is it necessary to move towards greater global equity. Although 

significant progress was made over the last 70 years, we are currently facing a process that 

seriously affects, both directly and indirectly, the universal ideal of human rights on multiple 

fronts: tensions arising between some developed and developing countries, due to the fierce 

competition for scarce resources; a global environmental crisis that requires collective efforts 

that many nations see as a threat to their well-being and development; increasing tensions 

between popular governments and the regional and international systems for the protection of 

rights, which often impose limits on their self-determination; armed conflicts and political 

upheaval in recent years, led to the fastest increase in forced displacement, generating a 

refugee crisis in unforeseen ways. This led to disparate reactions among countries who could 

temper the suffering of those who are violently expelled of their communities; problems such as 

global warming, humanitarian crises, widespread corruption or the persecution of minorities of 

all kinds. 

These, among others, are great challenges that more than ever require comprehensive 

solutions and strategies. However, this need arises specifically within a context in which the 

universal nature of human rights, international law and global political institutions is evolving 

towards relative or extreme weakness. Some of the most serious threats worldwide are: 

important national states that opt to disassociate themselves from international organizations; 

powers of decisive influence that do not share democratic ideals and commitments to human 

rights; leaders and political movements that become more popular, the more they radicalize 

their nationalist and xenophobic discourses; non-state groups that sow terror with the aspiration 

of provoking democracies to abandon their most basic principles. 

Not since the end of World War II has it been more urgent to debate the universal ideal of 

human rights, the main challenges facing it and the possible ways out of the serious global 

problems that are threatening it. 

The CIPDH addresses this important topic from the perspective promoted the contemporary 

UNESCO aoenda of Culture. Science, Education and Human Rights and the Agenda 2030 for 

Sustainable Development. 

COURSE FORMAT 

To implement this international course, the CIPDH has invited a group of world-renown 

Argentinean experts and teachers in the field of human rights, to share their knowledge and 

experiences with participants on this current and particularly challenging topic. 

The 5-day intensive face-to-face course is designed to not only promote learning and the 

exchange of knowledge and information, but also to create the conditions to foster closer ties 

between all participants and the lecturers responsible for each course segment. 



The course will integrate various dynamic learning approaches, such as simulation exercises, 

group discussions, traditional teaching and interviews, among others. 
The course is to be held at Villa Ocampo - where the Cultural Observatory of UNESCO is based 

— a perfect environment for the purposes of this course. The villa belonged to the Argentine 

writer Victoria Ocampo, who received in this house distinguished cultural figures of her time, 

such as Igor Stravinsky, Rabindranath Tagore, Graham Greene, Albert Camus, Jorge Luis 

Borges, Gabriela Mistral and Federico Garcia Lorca. Victoria Ocampo's aim was for people who 

shared similar concerns and interests to meet in order to reflect together, understand each other 

and thus enrich themselves with these exchanges, so as to achieve a better world. In her own 

words: "The interaction of cultures is fruitful as long as the characteristics of each cultural group 

are respected. And I believe that this is one of the creeds of UNESCO, as is mine." This is also 

the motivation of the International Course on Human Rights. 

RECIPIENTS AND SELECTION PROCESS 

• The course is aimed at high-ranking officials from national governments and 

international institutions, researchers, academics and the staff of civil society 

organizations dedicated to human right issues. 

• Up to 40 participants will be admitted. 

• Fellowships will be awarded to cover course expenses, meals during the course 
and accommodation in a twin room. Should a single room be required, the costs 

will be borne by the participant. 

• Participants must have health insurance at their expense. 

• The Selection Committee will award the fellowships based on the priorities 

established by the organization respecting criteria of adequate interdisciplinary 

representation, gender, geographical areas and institutional membership. 

Should you wish to apply please complete the online application form under 

wwvv.cipdh.gov.ar/cursointernacional  and send an e-mail to cursointernacional@cipdh.gov.ar  

with the following information to apply for both the course and the fellowship, if so desired: 

a) Institutional reference letter -400 words- 

b) Letter of employment / recommendation/reference letter -400 words- 

c) Cover letter -400 words- 

d) Curriculum Vitae Brief -1200 words- 

e) Passport with at least 3 months' validity before expiry. 

The selection process will be open between June 15 and August 15, 2017. 
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